CONNECTION OF APPROVAL
NOTICE OF INTENT TO CONDUCT GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE EXPLORATION OPERATIONS

MAGMA ENERGY (US) CORP. SODA LAKE
CHURCHILL COUNTY, NEVADA

GEOTHERMAL LEASES NVN-086869 & NVN-86870
MDBM T20N, R28E; T21N, R28E; T20N, R29E

CATAGORICAL EXCLUSION, DOI-BLM-NV-C010-2009-0051-CX

A COPY OF THESE CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL MUST BE FURNISHED TO YOUR FIELD REPRESENTATIVE TO INSURE COMPLIANCE

1. Bureau of Reclamation will review all road or bridge crossings, piping or closure of any reclamation project feature, and review NEPA and Cultural clearances on an individual basis.

2. Vibrator trucks will maintain a minimum distance of 100 feet of any improvements either owned, permitted, leased, or otherwise authorized by the Bureau of Reclamation within the approved project area.

3. The Applicant will notify the Bureau of Reclamation (775-884-8354) two business days prior to the first time vibrator truck activity is scheduled to come within 500 feet of Emigrant Drain in order for the Bureau of Reclamation to monitor the drain for any impacts caused by the Operator’s project.

4. The Applicant shall be liable for all damage to the property of the United States, its successors and assigns, resulting from the exploration, development, or operation of the works contemplated by this project, and shall further hold the United States, its successors and assigns, and its officers, agents, and employees, harmless from all claims of third parties for injury or damage sustained or in any way resulting from the exercise of the rights and privileges conferred by this project.

5. An archaeological monitor shall be present prior to the undertaking to flag for avoidance of the eligible under the NHPA guidelines cultural. To ensure the sites are avoided, an archaeological monitor will be on site during all activities related to the undertaking that occur within 30 meters (100 feet) of these historic properties. The monitor will remove flagging tape, stakes, and other site markings. The monitor shall also provide Reclamation and BLM with brief updates during the undertaking. As per the Discovery Plan, if previously unrecorded cultural resources are encountered during the undertaking, all action at the location of the discovery will cease within 100 meters/330 feet of the discovery, and the Reclamation and BLM would be notified. No surface disturbing activities will be allowed until the BLM Authorized Officer issues a Notice to Proceed (NTP) based upon the evaluation, mitigation, as necessary, and the acceptance of a summary description of the fieldwork performed for the discovery situation.